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PTA  Meeting - June 23
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Term 3 starts 20 July 2020
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 Kia mau kei te tūmanako
Te whakapono me te aroha
Hold fast to hope, Faith and love
Kia Ora Whānau
 It is great to see our children carrying their own bags and settling quickly into the school day

from 8.25am, in increasingly independent ways. The last 10 minutes of the school day is

when teachers often remind children of any requirements for the following day and other

critical messages are shared. It is extremely distracting to have parents and whānau peering

through the windows at this time. Can I ask that you keep you distance from the classroom

until your child is dismissed for the day.

 
I am appalled by some of the driving behaviours we are

observing outside school on Grande Vue Road. I am

aware that most of our whānau drive with respect and

patience but what I saw this morning scared me. A car

parked across the yellow lines where the cones are by

the crossing, restricting the view of road patrollers. When

motioned to move the motorist transferred themselves

to the disabled park on the other side of the crossing.

This caused further congestion when the car pulled out

onto the road. It’s hard to believe this type of arrogance

when children’s safety is at stake! 

I have encouraged staff to take photos of number plates

and am imploring the police to charge drivers with

dangerous driving. We cannot afford a fatality or

accident at any point. I have asked police to step up

their surveillance during drop off and pick up times for

errant drivers, make no mistake about our intention to

notify the authorities.

 

 



 

Principal's Panui continued
 

Similarly, and increasing number of whānau are not crossing their children at prescribed

marked crossings. This is unfair on other drivers and does not set a good safety example. 

We are maintaining elements of our COVID Level 2 practices as they benefit children’s

independence and learning so much, especially from 8.25am onwards. The front gate will be

open for Childcare enrolled children until 8am, then opened again at 8.25am. We encourage

you to say goodbye at the gate unless there is a specific reason to chat with a teacher. The

result is that children are engaged in learning much earlier if parents are not present and

teachers are interacting with children more effectively. Several Auckland schools have adopted

this practice after Level 2 observations. 

Congratulations to Luisa Longone who has been published in the ‘Interface’ magazine. Luisa

drives our digital learning in the school and is currently involved in establishing a ‘Makerspace’

room next to Room 14. The article is featured below and details her work in the classroom with

‘Minecraft’.

My sincere thanks to Lisa Larsen and Ngaire Hill who have redesigned our library with new

shelving and displays of books. This is a truly invitational environment that will entice our

children to read more! There has been some great thinking and collaboration to bring about

this vibrant result. Have a look at the photos later in this newsletter.

 

Don’t be afraid to give it a try
By Luisa Longone, Hillpark School

 
I’ve always been interested in Minecraft ever since I saw a video of students at Alfriston College

using it to recreate the landscape of 1915 Gallipoli for Auckland Museum and learning about the

experiences of the New Zealand service people during the campaign.

That was when I first saw the potential of Minecraft. But it wasn’t until I moved to Hillpark School

and became a Microsoft Innovative Educator Expert (MIEE) that I started to experiment with it in

the classroom. I had no idea of where to begin or how to even start. But my students did. So, I let

them teach me and each other. I’d often dig myself into a hole, literally, and the kids thought it

was the funniest thing ever.

From there I attended Minecraft sessions at uLearn and with Microsoft, and completed the free

online courses run through the Microsoft Educator Centre.

 
Building a zoo
The first major project I did with my students was around area and perimeter. They had to plan a

zoo from the exhibits and walkways, to restaurants, and entrances, having been given boundaries

and measurements for each area. Once planned on paper, students created their zoo in Minecraft.

They worked in teams, planning and collaborating together. We’ve also created Kowhaiwhai

patterns in art and students became immersed in Te Ao Māori by exploring the Minecraft world,

Ngã Motu. Working in pairs, they had to complete a scavenger hunt, taking photos using the

camera function to prove they had found each clue, which allowed them to interact with the

NPCs (Non Player Characters), explore a traditional pa and ride waka hourua.

There are a huge number of worlds for students to explore in Minecraft, over all curriculum areas.

They have dived in sunken shipwrecks and visited the world of Fantastic Mr Fox to inspire narrative

writing.

Ancestral navigation, one recent school inquiry topic was around the navigation that our ancestors

used to arrive in New Zealand. The students explored ways they could use Minecraft to show

technology in navigation. They built a waka and created five biomes to move through, involving

crafting a map and being provided with certain tools.

 



Interactive world
Looking forward, we love participating in the annual competitions run by INTERFACE and will
be sharing our entries soon. With the current situation around COVID-19, The Mindful Knight is
an interactive world that introduces four mindfulness practices focused on self-awareness and
management of emotions through a series of quests around a medieval world. I think this is
the perfect addition to our timetable. My students are also currently introducing Ngā Motu to
our tuakana-teina class, allowing them to be the experts and share their knowledge with their
younger peers. 
 
Create guidelines
My advice to any other educators out there that are thinking about using Minecraft would be:
don’t be afraid to try it and don’t be afraid to fail. I didn’t use Minecraft for years because I had
put it in the too-hard basket. Take advantage of all the free PD that’s available. There’s so much
and the Minecraft community loves sharing ideas and helping others. Complete the online
courses that Microsoft offers through its MEC. It’s free, too!
 
One of my most successful projects involved students recreating their pepehas. I was inspired
by a uLearn session run by Craig Render, where he showed how he had used Minecraft to
visually represent his pepeha. This is now how I start every school year. The students first must
learn how to introduce themselves and others, as well as respond to introductions. They then
communicate about personal information, such as their name, parents’ and grandparents’
names, iwi, hapū, mountain, and river, or hometown and place of family origin. Once they have
mastered this, they begin research on what each of these places looks like and create a visual
map as to how this will look on Minecraft, so that they have a visual reference to work from
when creating their world. Each place is required to have a signpost or NPC that explains the
name, description and importance of each. Students then use the screen record function of
PowerPoint to record a walk-through of their digital pepeha. These are then shared with their
peers, at school assemblies and with our school community.  
Let your students be the experts. They love sharing their learning and expertise with you.
However, make sure you create guidelines with them for using Minecraft. That way it’s
student-led and created, which means they feel more accountable when using it. We no
longer have incidents of buildings being
mysteriously blown up or flooded!
The student buy-in, agency and learning just from using Minecraft is incredible. Give it a go!
LUISA LONGONE TEACHES YEARS 5/6 AND IS E-LEARNING LEADER AT HILLPARK SCHOOL IN
AUCKLAND





Crazy Hair &
Mufti Day

F R I D A Y  1 9  J U N E

 
Get creative, add sparkle, pig tails,

glitter!!!
Let's see who has the craziest style
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Awhina i te kainga

Friday 3 July 2020
 

There will be no school on Friday 3rd July 
as this is a Teacher Only Day

There will be no childcare available
 

 

If you've had a tough few months with your whānau, know you're not alone.

We ALL have hard times as parents - even those with seemingly perfect lives

(and social media pics!).

There is help available if you need some support or even an online

counselling session. Just reach out.

It really does take a village to raise a child - so it's ok not to have all the

answers, all of the time. 

 

https://www.parenthelp.org.nz/

 

https://www.parenthelp.org.nz/

